March 2021 Newsletter
Dear readers,
On March 22, we were shaken by a horrific, senseless attack on our community, resulting
in the loss of ten innocent lives. We echo the sentiments expressed by CIRES Director
Waleed Abdalati.

"Our hearts go out to those most immediately
affected – the victims, the families, as well as
those who endured the terror of wondering
what their fate would be. And beyond that, our
hearts go out to the community – to each
other. This touches all of us, and we will likely
never look at those spaces we took for granted
daily in the same way again."
For anyone in need due to last week's events, the university offers this portal to access
traumatic event resources and support.
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Snowpack User Guide Webinars
Snowpack Monitoring in the Rocky Mountain
West: A User Guide is a reference for water
managers, decision makers, forecasters,
researchers, and others who use, collect, and
produce snow information. The guide
outlines the fundamental characteristics of
the snowpack, the processes that drive its
variability over time and space, and the
challenges of sampling such a dynamic

resource. It describes SNOTEL, snow course,
and other networks of point observations and
summarizes products that provide spatial
estimates of snowpack. Finally, it provides
practical guidance on accessing, interpreting,
and applying snow data.
We hosted a two-part webinar series to share
more about the snowpack user guide and
present further guidance and details on some
of the tools shown in the guide. In Part 1,
guest speakers Karl Wetlaufer (NRCS) and
Jeff Deems (CIRES) discussed the details of
snowpack observations, both in situ and remotely sensed: Where, how, and
what data are collected, how are they organized, and how are they accessed.
In Part 2, guest speakers Gus Goodbody (NRCS) and Patrick Kormos (CBRFC)
covered applications of snowpack information, particularly runoff forecasting.
We want to thank Karl, Jeff, Gus, and Patrick for generously sharing their
expertise with our webinar attendees. If you missed the webinars, they were
recorded and are available on our website.
Watch here

Utah Hazard Planning Tool
WWA is developing the Utah

Hazard Planning Tool in
collaboration with a fellow RISA
organization, the Southern
Climate Impacts Planning
Program. The planning tool will
provide hazard planners in Utah
with information about the
historical incidence of hazards,
current hazard risks, and future projections of hazards. The tool presents
online sources of data about avalanches, cold extremes, dam failure, debris
flow, drought, flooding, heat extremes, landslide, wildfire, wind, and winter
storms; a brief explanation of how to use the data tool; and a short summary
of climate change impacts. WWA convened a stakeholder meeting to introduce
and gather input about the planning tool on March 19th. A final version of the
tool is expected during early summer 2021.

To learn more about this project, contact WWA's Seth Arens at
wwa.arens@gmail.com.

Climate Event
March 13-14, 2021 Snowstorm

"FairplayB&W", March 14, 2021. Photo credit: Thomas Elliott.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/tutonephotos/51037448463/

A significant upslope snowstorm hit the Front Range of Colorado and southern
Wyoming on March 13th and 14th. Snowfall totals from Colorado Springs to
Cheyenne, Wyoming and west to the Continental Divide ranged from 18" to
50”. Denver International Airport reported 27.1”, making this storm the 4th
largest snowfall in Denver since 1881. Cheyenne recorded a 36” storm total;
22.7” fell on March 14th which broke the daily snowfall record for Cheyenne.
The highest storm totals occurred in southeast Wyoming’s Snowy Range at
7,900 feet where 52.5” fell, and in the foothills north and west of Fort Collins
at Buckhorn Mountain where 48.5” was recorded. The storm closed Denver
International Airport and 2,800 flights were canceled on March 13-15. Parts of
Interstates 25 and 70 in Colorado and I-80 in Wyoming were also closed.
Approximately 25,000 customers lost power in northern Colorado as a result of
the storm. Nearly all of Colorado and Wyoming were in drought prior to the
storm, with large areas of both states in extreme drought. The storm did not
bring an end to the drought, but significantly improved drought conditions east
of the Continental Divide in Colorado and in southern Wyoming.
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Texas Blackouts Point to
Coast-to-Coast Crises
Waiting to Happen

With less moisture, experts
worried the 2021 fire season
could be as bad as 2020
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Climate change ravaged the
West last year and 2021
could be worse

Soil-moisture monitoring
station high in Castle Creek
Valley completes local waterresearch network
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